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Conflict Update # 128 

July 22nd, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key assessments 

The United States announced an 

additional $270 million security package for 

Ukraine. 

Ukrainian officials reiterated that they 

are employing monitoring mechanisms to 

track and account for the delivery of Western 

weapons to Ukrainian frontlines. 

Russian forces conducted ground 

attacks east of Siversk and to the east and 

south of Bakhmut. 

Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted 

to advance northwest of Donetsk City 

Ukrainian forces conducted limited 

positional battles north of Kharkiv City. 

Russian forces conducted localized 

ground attacks near the Kherson-Mykolaiv 

Oblast border. 

Head of the Chechen Republic Ramzan 

Kadyrov announced that the newly-formed 

Chechen “West-Akhmat” battalion will not 

be immediately deployed into Ukraine and 

will stay in Chechnya. 

Head of the Donetsk People’s Republic 

(DNR) Denis Pushilin signed a cooperation 

agreement with the occupation head of 

Kharkiv Oblast, indicating that the Kremlin intends to integrate Kharkiv Oblast into the Russian Federation. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - Russian forces did not conduct any 

confirmed ground attacks toward Slovyansk and shelled settlements to the southeast and southwest of Izyum today. The 

Ukrainian General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian forces shelled Dolyna, Dibrovne, Bohorodychne, Adamivka, Mykilske, 

Kurulka, Mazanivka, and Krestychne, all to the northwest of Slovyansk, and conducted aerial reconnaissance north of 

Barvinkove in Velyka Komyshuvakha. 
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Russian forces continued unsuccessful ground 

attacks east of Siversk today, UGS stated that 

Russian forces tried and failed to advance westward 

of Verkhnokamyanka to Verkhnokamyanske and 

continued to fight southeast of Siversk in Ivano-

Darivka. Russian forces also conducted air and 

artillery strikes on Ukrainian positions in 

settlements from the northeast to southeast of 

Siversk. 

Russian forces conducted ground attacks toward 

Bakhmut from positions to the east and continued 

limited ground assaults south of Bakhmut on July 22. 

Russian sources claimed that troops of the Wagner 

Private Military Company (PMC) occupied the 

southern part of Pokrovske, less than 5 km east of 

Bakhmut. UGS reported that Russian troops are also 

attempting to advance towards Bakhmut from the 

Stryapivka-Soledar area to the northeast and the 

territory of the Vuhledar Power Plant to the south. 

Russian forces continued artillery strikes directly on 

Bakhmut and surrounding settlements to support 

ongoing ground offensives. 

Russian forces conducted a limited ground attack 

directly northwest of Donetsk City today. UGS 

reported that Ukrainian troops repelled a Russian 

attempt to advance from Vesele to Vodyane, about 

10km northwest of the western outskirts of Donetsk 

City. Russian forces continued to fire at Ukrainian 

positions along the Avdiivka-Donetsk City line of 

contact and in the direction of the Zaporizhia Oblast border. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv - Russian forces did not make any confirmed territorial advances on the Kharkiv Axis 

toda. The Derhachi City Council reported that Ukrainian forces engaged in positional battles near Tsupivka, Dementiivka, 

Velyki Prokhody, and in the Kozacha Lopan-Zolochiv direction north of Kharkiv City.  

Russian Telegram channel Rybar claimed that a Russian reconnaissance group conducted a ground assault near Udy, 5 

km from the Russian border northwest of Kharkiv City, but ISW cannot currently verify this claim. Russian forces 

conducted an airstrike on Verkhnii Saltiv, 35 km east of Kharkiv City along the Siverskyi Donets River. Russian forces also 

continued shelling Kharkiv City and the surrounding settlements. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian forces conducted limited unsuccessful offensives in Kherson Oblast 

today. UGS reported that Russian forces unsuccessfully attempted to advance in the Mala Seidemynukha-Andriivka and 

Davydiv Brid-Bilohirka directions, both near the Kherson-Mykolaiv Oblast border.  

Russian Telegram Channel Rybar confirmed that Ukrainian forces still maintain a bridgehead on the Inhulets River near 

Lozove on July 22.[ Russian forces continued focusing on defending previously occupied positions and preventing 
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Ukrainian offensive actions along the Southern 

Axis and continued conducting artillery strikes 

on settlements along the Kherson-Mykolaiv and 

Kherson-Dnipropetrovsk Oblast borders and 

settlements on the Zaporizhia Oblast frontline.  

Russian forces launched missile strikes on civilian 

infrastructure in Mykolaiv City and Apostolove in 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast and airstrikes near 

Potomkyne and Prechystivka. Ukraine’s 

Southern Operational Command reported on 

July 22 that Russian forces are mining roads and 

the banks of the Inhulets River in the areas 

bordering Snihurivka and Zelenodolsk, 

suggesting that Russian forces may be preparing 

for a possible Ukrainian counteroffensive in the 

area. 

Ukrainian forces are continuing to threaten 

Russian logistics strongholds along the Southern 

Axis. Ukraine's Southern Operational Command 

reported that Ukrainian forces destroyed five 

Russian strongholds and two Russian 

ammunition depots in the Zelendolsk and 

Skadovsk areas of Kherson Oblast on July 22. 

However, ISW cannot confirm rumors about a 

Ukrainian encirclement of Russian forces near 

Vysokopillya as of this publication. 

Ukraine’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) 

published footage on July 22 of the July 20 Ukrainian strike on Russian military assets at the Zaporizhzhia Nuclear Power 

Plant (NPP) in occupied Enerhodar, Zaporizhia Oblast. GUR’s footage shows strikes on a Russian BM-21 Grad and anti-air 

transport among the NPP's water coolers and Russian personnel tents roughly 350 meters from the nearest nuclear cell 

block. GUR reported that the strikes killed three Russian personnel and wounded 12 others. Images of the strikes’ 

aftermath show devastation at the former tent site with no damage to the surrounding NPP facilities. 

Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts - Russian leaders may be de-emphasizing the rapid deployment of ad 

hoc proxy units to Ukraine. Head of the Chechen Republic Ramzan Kadyrov announced today that personnel of the 

Chechen “West-Akhmat” Battalion (the formation of which was announced on June 26) will remain in Chechnya to further 

develop their skills and defend Chechen land if necessary.  

Kadyrov had previously stated that this battalion was formed with maximum urgency for deployment into Ukraine, which 

is consistent with ISW’s observations that the Kremlin likely seeks to deploy non-Russian ethnic minority groupings to 

support operations in Ukraine in the short term. However, Kadyrov now appears to be de-emphasizing the exigency of 

deployment, which may indicate that he is facing increasing domestic pressure to stop sending Chechens to fight in 

Russian operations in Ukraine.  

Russian and Russian-backed proxy authorities may experience increasing internal pressure to scale down deployments 

of ad hoc battalions in minority enclaves. 
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Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Donetsk People’s Republic (DNR) Head Denis Pushilin and Russian-backed 

Kharkiv occupation government head Vitaly Ganchev signed an agreement today to facilitate the cultural, political, and 

economic integration of occupied Kharkiv Oblast with Russia.  

Pushilin claimed that the Russian “liberation” of Kharkiv Oblast, which Pushilin called “southern Russia,” has just begun. 

He also claimed that Russian cities in Kharkiv Oblast are waiting to return to their “Great Motherland” and that the 

“Russian city of Kharkiv, which has always been a gubernatorial city of the Russian empire...will also return home [to 

Russia].” This agreement supports ISW’s assessment that the Kremlin intends to annex Kharkiv Oblast into the Russian 

Federation.  Russian forces may intensify efforts to gain ground in Kharkiv although the likelihood of Russian forces 

capturing significant territory in Kharkiv Oblast remains limited. 

Russian authorities continued measures to foster pro-Russian sentiment and identity among Ukrainian children. 

Ukraine’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) reported that occupation authorities in Kherson Oblast are creating youth 

public organizations and competitions to further pro-Russian military-patriotic indoctrination of Ukrainian children.[ 

The Ukrainian Resistance Center also reported that Russian occupation authorities in Kherson imported an additional 250 

teachers from Russia under the guise of a business trip in order to work in occupied Ukraine. 

Russian occupation authorities continued crackdowns on partisan activity in occupied Kherson Oblast. Ukraine’s Southern 

Operational Command reported that Russian occupiers in Kherson City are checking private garages for weapons and 

have increased street patrols and roadblocks. 

Ukrainian forces destroyed - five Russian strongholds and two Russian ammunition depots in the Zelendolsk and 

Skadovsk areas of Kherson Oblast over the past 24 hours. 

Russian losses to date - The General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine reported that between February 24 and July 

20, Russia had lost about 38,750 personnel killed, 1,700 tanks, 3,905 armored combat vehicles, 856 artillery units, 250 

multiple launch rocket systems, 113 air defense systems, 221 warplanes, 188 helicopters, 703 drones, 167 cruise missiles, 

15 warships, 2,775 motor vehicles and fuel tankers, and 70 units of special equipment. 

Footage shows US-supplied missile 

rise up before slamming down on to 

Russian tank's weak spot and 

completely destroying it - Video shows 

how the tank is caught in the missile system's 

crosshairs before the projectile soars 

through the air and meets its target. 

The US-made Javelin missile can be seen 

flying from a height before slamming down 

on the tank from above - known as a 

'curveball shot' - and sparking a huge fireball 

explosion. 

The drone footage shows the Russian tank stopped on a road, with another tank close behind it. The Javelin missile can 

then be seen arching in the air and steering downwards to hit the tank on its thinly armoured upper side. Once hit, the 

Russian tank explodes into a huge fireball, sending a plume of smoke into the air. 

The second tank, which was close behind, is seen quickly turning around and racing down the road at speed to avoid 

being destroyed by the Ukrainian forces. 
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Ukraine Making Gains On Battlefields, Causing Major Losses To Putin's Forces - weaponry provided by the 

West to Ukraine is helping its army to step up its game against the Russian forces. 

What Happened: Zelenskyy, in a late-night video address last night after meeting senior commanders, said Ukraine was 

making gains on the battlefield and causing major losses to Russian President Vladimir Putin's forces, thanks to the 

weapons supply from Western allies. 

"(We) agreed that our forces have the strong potential to advance on the battlefield and inflict significant new losses on 

the occupiers," Zelenskyy said, according to Reuters. 

According to Ukraine, weapons obtained from the West, especially longer-range missiles such as U.S. HIMARS, will allow 

it to launch a counterattack and recapture territory from the Russian occupiers. 

Ukraine has a “significant potential” to advance its forces on the battlefield and needs to increase the intensity of attacks 

on Russian forces, Zelenskiy said. 

Ukraine’s military command yesterday defined tasks in tactical areas to be carried out to strengthen positions and worked 

out supply issues related to delivering the latest weapons arriving from Western allies to the troops in the field. 

The participants of the meeting agreed that Ukrainian forces “have a significant potential to advance our forces at the 

front and to inflict new significant losses on the occupiers,” he said. 

Zelenskiy also noted that that several members of the U.S. Senate have proposed a resolution recognizing Russia’s 

aggression against Ukraine as genocide. 

Ukraine assessed to be knocking out strategic Russian targets – A US Official said Washington believed Ukraine 

had destroyed more than 100 "high-value" Russian targets inside Ukraine, including command posts, ammunition depots, 

and air-defense sites. 

Ukraine's Big German Howitzers Roll Into Action Against 

Russian Forces - The German Panzerhaubitze 2000 (PzH 2000) is 

considered one of the best self-propelled guns in the world.  

Germany and the Netherlands have delivered over 12 PzH 2000s to 

Ukraine and they are now in action against Russian forces in 

Ukraine's eastern Donbas region. Ukrainian gunners say they 

mastered the Panzerhaubitze in about a month after training every 

day. The five-man crew consists of the vehicle commander, a driver-

mechanic, a gunner, and two loaders. RFE/RL spoke to a newly 

trained Ukrainian crew about their powerful new weapon. 

Senior U.S. Official Says Hundreds Of Russian Casualties Daily In Ukraine - A senior U.S. defense official said 

today Russia is sustaining hundreds of casualties every day in its war in Ukraine and has lost thousands of lieutenants and 

captains since the start of the invasion. 

In addition to the lieutenants and captains killed, hundreds of colonels and many Russian generals had been killed as 

well, Reuters quoted the officials as saying on condition of anonymity. "The chain of command is still struggling," the 

official said. 

The Ukrainian government last month said that 100 to 200 Ukrainian troops were being killed daily. 
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Video Shows Russian Soldiers Refusing To Fight In Ukraine - A video shot by a Russian soldier captures a military 

mutiny in Ukraine -- as men from a unit of military engineers defy their commander and refuse to fight. Photos sent by 

another soldier from the unit showed a basement where they were later detained. Two mothers of men in the unit said 

that 20 soldiers were being held ahead of a court martial. 

Impacts 

Ukraine Has Ground Down Russia’s Arms Business – Russia’s planned big-ticket arms sales in Africa are expected 

to take a hit as a result of its full-scale invasion of Ukraine, U.S. defense and intelligence officials told Foreign Policy, 

depriving the Kremlin of a major revenue source as the five-month war continues to devolve into a bitter stalemate. 

The Defense Department and U.S. intelligence officials believe that Russia’s severe losses of high-end equipment in 

Ukraine, including hundreds of tanks and helicopters disabled by American- and European-provided shoulder-fired 

rockets, will begin to cause significant slowdowns in the Kremlin’s arms deliveries into Africa, which could give inroads to 

Russia’s competitors, such as China and the United States. 

While officials have not provided specifics on precise Russian sales that could be slowed down, Hicks, the Pentagon 

deputy secretary, said in May that Russia would struggle to produce advanced fighter jets, naval platforms, and space 

capabilities because of Western economic sanctions and export controls. Russia has also been hampered in its efforts to 

move ahead with the Sukhoi Su-57 fifth-generation fighter jet program. 

Fears of unrest as food prices soar in South Africa - The rising price of basic foods is worsening South Africa's food 

security crisis which could increase social instability and spark a repeat of the devastating July unrest. 

Food Forward South Africa an organization addressing hunger in poor communities says per month 30 million people in 

the country are experiencing food insecurity. 

"We are in a food security crisis in South Africa, and we are finding people presenting with malnutrition. In the Eastern 

Cape, 12 children died of starvation, and we will find more incidents like that as the country starts to manifest. We are 

also seeing opportunistic crime as a result. Our concern is that the July 2021 riots that spiraled out of control and if we 

do not get inflation under control, if we do no address food security, we will be in a very difficult time as a country," said 

Andy Du Plessis Food Forward SA Managing Director 

South African consumer inflation surged to a 13-year high last month mainly driven by rising transport and food prices. 

The Pietermaritzburg Economic Justice & Dignity Group’s latest Household Affordability Index shows that the average 

household basic food costs approximately 270 US dollars per month. Mervyn Abrahams Pietermaritzburg Economic 

Justice & Dignity Programme Coordinator said the basic foods are cooking oil, maize meal and cake flour. 

" When we compare our basket to last year and this year and compare some of the items in the food basket, we would 

see that staples such as maize meal has increased by about 11%, flour by 24 %, five liter of cooking oil increased by about 

69%, brown bread by about 15%." said Abrahams 

On the ground, consumers are saying their pockets cannot sustain their livelihoods. 

"Food prices have skyrocketed so much that we can't keep up. You send your child to the shop, and they come back 

informing you that the store owners are charging more," said Bonginkosi Zondo, a consumer who sells potatoes in 

Randburg Square, Johannesburg 

"It is really shocking how food has gone up. What has made it worse is the Covid-19 pandemic. People lost their jobs 

during this period. This current economic climate is the reason one of the July unrest in Durban. We need to go back to 

planting our own food, " expressed Sipho Zungu, a consumer who sells traditional medicine in Johannesburg. 
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Russia Adds Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Slovakia, Slovenia To List Of 'Unfriendly Nations' - Russia has added 

Croatia, Denmark, Greece, Slovakia, and Slovenia to its list of nations that "carry out unfriendly actions towards Russian 

companies and citizens." 

A statement from the Russian government said Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin signed the order on July 22. 

According to the government press service, the embassies of the mentioned countries will now have to limit staff levels. 

Ukrainian Forces Repel Russian Attacks On Power Plant - Ukrainian forces have been successfully repelling 

repeated Russian assaults on the Vuhlehirsk power plant while Moscow continued to relentlessly shell the cities of 

Kramatorsk and Siversk, British military intelligence said on July 22, as Kyiv said that it has for the first time acquired a 

“significant potential” to advance its forces on the battlefield. 

Vuhlehirsk, located some 50 kilometers northeast of Donetsk, is Ukraine's second-largest power plant and a strategic 

infrastructure objective that Russian forces are keen to capture. 

Humanitarian 

Torture, Disappearances in Occupied South - Russian forces have tortured, unlawfully detained, and forcibly 

disappeared civilians in the occupied areas of Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions, Human Rights Watch said today. Russian 

forces have also tortured prisoners of war (POWs) held there. 

“Russian forces have turned occupied areas of southern Ukraine into an abyss of fear and wild lawlessness,” said Yulia 

Gorbunova, senior Ukraine researcher at Human Rights Watch. “Torture, inhumane treatment, as well as arbitrary 

detention and unlawful confinement of civilians, are among the apparent war crimes we have documented, and Russian 

authorities need to end such abuses immediately and understand that they can, and will, be held accountable.” 

Human Rights Watch spoke with 71 people from Kherson, Melitopol, Berdyansk, Skadovsk and 10 other cities and towns 

in the Kherson and Zaporizhzhia regions. They described 42 cases in which Russian occupation forces either forcibly 

disappeared civilians or otherwise held them arbitrarily, in some cases incommunicado, and tortured many of them. 

Human Rights Watch also documented the torture of three members of the Territorial Defense Forces who were POWs. 

Two of them died. 

People interviewed described being tortured, or witnessing torture, through prolonged beatings and in some cases 

electric shocks. They described injuries including broken ribs and other bones and teeth, severe burns, concussions, 

broken blood vessels in the eye, cuts, and bruises. 

Former detainees described being blindfolded and handcuffed for the entire duration of their detention and being held 

with very little food and water and no medical assistance. Russian personnel forcibly transferred at least one civilian 

detainee to Russian occupied Crimea, where he was forced to carry out “corrective labor.” 

Russia officially calls for Jewish Agency operations to be ‘dissolved’ - Russian authorities officially called 

Thursday for the “dissolution” of the Jewish Agency’s offices in the country, filing an appeal to that effect with the district 

court in Moscow, according to a court spokesperson quoted by Russian media outlets. 

This represents a significant step forward in Russia’s campaign against the Israeli quasi-governmental organization, which 

facilitates and encourages Jewish immigration to Israel, or aliyah. 

“The court received a lawsuit filed by the main department of the Ministry of Justice in Moscow requesting the dissolution 

of the… Jewish Agency,” the court said in a statement that was carried by the Russian outlet RIA. 
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Grain exports 

Russian, Ukrainian Officials Sign Grain Export Deal Aimed At Easing Global Crisis - Russian and Ukrainian 

officials have signed a UN-backed deal aimed at allowing grain exports to leave Ukraine to help ease a global food crisis 

caused in part by Moscow's unprovoked invasion of it neighbor. 

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and Ukrainian Infrastructure Minister Oleksandr Kubrakov signed separate mirror 

agreements with the United Nations and Turkey this morning that UN chief Antonio Guterres said will benefit developing 

countries "on the edge of bankruptcy and the most vulnerable people on the edge of famine." 

Turkish President Erdogan added at a signing ceremony in Istanbul that the agreement will help ease global food inflation 

by unlocking the export of some 22 million tons of grain and other agricultural products that have been stuck in Black 

Sea ports due to the war. 

He added that the implementation of the deal should start in the coming days and will be run by a joint coordination 

center in Istanbul. 

The US called on Russia to let Ukrainian grain begin to move out quickly and voiced hope that the deal was well-structured 

enough to monitor compliance. "We fully expect the implementation of today's arrangement to commence swiftly to 

prevent the world's most vulnerable from sliding into deeper insecurity and malnutrition," White House National Security 

Council spokesman John Kirby told reporters. "We're hopeful that this is going to make a difference. But we're clear-eyed 

about it," he said. 

Mykhaylo Podolyak, a top Ukrainian presidential adviser, had earlier outlined details of the accord, which states that 

there will be "no escorting of grain transport by Russian ships, nor will there be any presence of Russian representatives 

in our ports." 

"In case of provocations, there will be an immediate military response," he wrote, adding all inspections of transport 

ships will be carried out by joint teams in Turkish waters "should the need arise." 

Sanctions 

Saudi Arabia doubles discounted Russian fuel oil imports - Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, more 

than doubled the amount of Russian fuel oil it imported in the second quarter to feed power stations to meet summer 

cooling demand and free up the kingdom’s own crude for export, data showed, and traders said. 

Russia has been selling fuel at discounted prices after international sanctions over its invasion of Ukraine left it with fewer 

buyers. Moscow calls the war in Ukraine a “special military operation.” 

The increased sales of fuel oil, used in power generation, to Saudi Arabia show the challenge that US President Joe Biden 

faces as his administration seeks to isolate Russia and cut its energy export revenues. 

While many countries have banned or discouraged purchases from Russia, China, India and several African and Middle 

Eastern nations have increased imports. 

Foreign beers remain on Russian shelves months after brewers halt sales - The last orders bell tolled for Bud, 

Carlsberg and Heineken beers in Russia in early March, but shops across Moscow are still selling off stockpiles months 

after the brewers said they would halt production. 

The continued availability of unsold stacks of Carlsberg , Anheuser-Busch InBev and Heineken's flagship brands underlines 

the difficulty Western brands have faced in withdrawing products in response to the conflict in Ukraine. 
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Their cans and bottles were still on sale in 

supermarkets and stores in Russia's capital this week, 

a Reuters review found - an example of how long it 

can take consumer-focused sanctions or restrictions 

to have a significant impact. 

Dates printed on the bottom of cans and bottles on 

sale in about half a dozen supermarkets in Moscow, 

including ones owned by the country's biggest food 

retailer X5 and convenience chain Krasnoe & beloe 

(K&B), show that some production of all three beers 

continued in Russia after the brewers' public 

announcements, in Carlsberg's case for several 

weeks. 

Our War Updates previously reported on this topic. 

Putin 

Putin Warns West Current World Order Is Over and New Era Is Coming - Putin has warned that "a new stage 

in world history" is coming in a speech in which he condemned "the model of total domination" by the West. 

During the address on Wednesday in Moscow, the Russian leader took a swipe at the populations of Western countries, 

which he described as the "golden billion", and asked why their leaders should "impose their own rules of conduct based 

on the illusion of exclusivity" which he believed was "inherently racist and neo-colonial." 

"One gets the impression that the West simply cannot offer the world its own model of the future," Putin said, as he 

described how the dominance of the West owed itself to "the robbery of other peoples both in Asia and in Africa." 

"But no matter how much Western and supranational elites strive to preserve the existing order of things—a new era is 

coming, a new stage in world history," he added. 

Russia Will Go All Way to Warsaw if U.S. Arms Ukraine More, State TV Says - Russian state TV host Olga 

Skabeyeva has suggested that U.S. military support for Ukraine could see the war spill over into a conflict between Russia 

and NATO. 

During a broadcast of 60 Minutes on Tuesday, Skabeyeva gave her take on the shifting aims of Vladimir Putin since the 

start of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine on February 24. 

“Initially we just planning to liberate only those who live in Donbass from the yoke of the Nazis,” she said on Russia’s 

Channel-1, referring to one of the Kremlin’s justifications of the war which has been dismissed internationally. 

She then went on to criticize the latest deliveries of “western weapons” to Ukraine. Last month, the U.S. started sending 

Ukraine the M142 High Mobility Artillery Rocket Systems (HIMARS) which Kyiv says have already made a difference on 

the battlefield. 

The new weapons can hit targets at a greater range than the M777 howitzers, which the U.S. has also given Kyiv. Pro-

Kremlin figures have expressed their concern at the weapon systems which have reportedly caused significant losses of 

troops and equipment, especially as the U.S. has pledged even more military support for Ukraine. 
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“If God forbid, Americans deliver missiles that can travel 300 kilometers (186 miles), then we simply can’t stop,” 

Skabeyeva said, “We’ll go all the way to Warsaw.” 

This continuing level of coverage illustrates the anxiety and threat Ukraine’s newly-acquired weaponry is placing on Putin 

and his command structure. 

Threat to Zelenskyy - Political scientist Mikhail Markelov, said that Russia should “seriously think about liquidating the 

Nazi leadership of this country.” 

For Putin, The Ukraine Endgame Is A Moving Target - Demilitarization and "de-Nazification." Keeping Ukraine out 

of NATO. Preventing "genocide" in the Donbas. And now, a land grab, seizing territory with an eye toward incorporation 

into Russia. 

For the Kremlin, there have been various justifications and goals for its invasion of Ukraine, launched five months ago on 

July 24. For Ukraine, the response has been straightforward: defending its territory. For the West, however, the shifting 

rationales have required shifting responses, in helping Ukraine both fight the war and find some basis for negotiation. 

It's not easy when your opponent keeps changing his tune. 

"They're obviously making it up as they go along," said Aglaya Snetkov, a lecturer in international politics at University 

College London and an editor of the Russian Analytical Digest. "They had a crazy plan, and then it didn't work out, and 

then they had to adjust." 

The latest iteration of the plan came on July 20, when Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov announced that the Kremlin's 

territorial ambitions in Ukraine had expanded beyond the eastern Donbas region, to include the southern-central regions 

of Zaporizhzhya and Kherson. Both those regions have been partially occupied by Russian troops since early in the war, 

though Ukrainian forces have been chipping away at Russian defensive lines in Kherson. 

"Now the geography is different," Lavrov said. "It's not just [Donetsk] and [Luhansk], it's Kherson, Zaporizhzhya, and a 

number of other territories. And this is an ongoing process, consistent and insistent." 

There's another rationale that the Kremlin has brandished: genocide. Russian officials have falsely claimed for years that 

the Kyiv government was committing genocide against Russian-speakers, particularly in the eastern Donbas region. 

What most analysts consider to be the first phase of the war ended in failure for Russia, when it tried to seize Kyiv and 

oust Zelenskyy's government. Russia's military then withdrew, regrouped, resupplied, shuffled commanders, and then 

launched a new, focused offensive targeting the Luhansk and Donetsk regions. On June 3, Russia claimed full control of 

Luhansk. 

For Ukraine, not much has changed: Russian troops now occupy as much as one-fifth of Ukraine's territory, and the goal 

for Ukrainian forces, Zelenskyy has said repeatedly, is to win that territory back. That includes Donetsk and Luhansk, large 

parts of which have been controlled by Kremlin-backed fighters for eight years now. 

Putin’s Imaginary World Order - What a difference six months of a seemingly unwinnable war makes to a leader’s 

self-esteem. As the Russian war against Ukraine grinds on Putin, the self-styled conqueror, seems to be descending from 

his high horse like the statue of Peter the Great in Pushkin’s famous poem to mingle with the lowly multitude. 

The first epiphany of this neo-Putin was observed last month in Ashgabat, capital of the Central Asian Turkmenistan, a 

former Soviet republic. The new image was confirmed this week with a visit to Tehran. The first new feature was that 

Putin was prepared to go through proper official visits rather than his usual blitzkrieg style of coming and getting out in 

a few hours. 
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This time there was no sign of his eight-meters long anti-Covid desk to keep foreign interlocutors as far from him as 

possible. Also, this time he was prepared to go beyond a mere handshake with his chief hosts and shake the hands of all 

who happened to be around. He did not go as far as reviving the Brezhnevian tradition of kissing of foreign comrades but 

did offer hearty hugs. 

In Ashgabat, no longer wearing high-heel shoes to appear a bit taller, he reminded the Turkmen of a downsized Tengri, 

the Central Asian god of the highest mountain peak, coming to distribute favors. His instrument was a fountain pen with 

which he signed several “agreements” to inject countless billions of the money has doesn’t have in Turkmen, Iranian and 

other Caspian littoral states’ economies. 

But that was not all. Putin had a new message: The necessity of authoritarian states banding together to create a “new 

multipolar world order. He marketed this as a new idea, arguing that all nations should be allowed to “organize 

themselves and pursue their goals the way they wish.” 

His new idea, of course, is neither new nor tenable. It was first launched by the American diplomat George Kennan in the 

early stages of the Cold War and has become a shopworn cliché since the fall of the Soviet Empire and the Chinese 

Communists opting for capitalism. 

In any case, a global political system with more than two opposite poles pulling the center away from each other is a 

recipe for chaos. What Putin, and Kennan before him, might have considered is a polycentric rather than multipolar world 

system. 

In that case we have always had a polycentric world system made of numerous formal or informal political, economic 

and military groupings and alliances. 

During the Cold War we had the Nonaligned Movement that at one point included a majority of the United Nations’ 

members. Then we also had the North Atlantic Treaty and the Warsaw Pact not to mention smaller military alliances or 

bilateral defense accords. The Arab League, the Organization of American States, the African Union, the European Union, 

the British Commonwealth were also part of a polycentric system. 

Over time other “centers” were added: The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), the G-7 (at times 

G-8), the G-20, the Southeast Asian nations’ grouping (ASEAN), Mercosur in South America, and the West African 

Economic Community (C.D.A.O). 

To all those we have to add the “centers” created under Russian leadership since the end of the Cold War: The 

Commonwealth of Independent Nations which, ironically includes both Russia and Ukraine with its head office in Minsk 

the capital of Belarus, the Eurasian economic bloc, and the Shanghai Group, plus the so-called BRICS group of which 

Russia is a key member and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation of which Russia is an “adjunct” member. 

If we add the members of all those groups together, we have virtually the whole of 193 members of the United Nations 

in a polycentric system. 

Putin is now inviting Iran, Turkey and Egypt to join what he sees as an expanded Eurasian economic bloc led by Russia. 

To achieve that he is ready to expose some of the contradictions in his perverted world view. 

For example, he invaded Ukraine ostensibly to stop NATO from “expanding” its territorial reach. But he is now ready to 

turn his face the other way while Turkey, a NATO member, snatches a chunk of Syrian territory as large as Donetsk in 

Ukraine. Putin says he wants to invest $400 billion in reviving Iran’s moribund oil industry. But at the same time he is 

trying to steal as much of Iran’s market share in oil as possible by offering discounts on the “brown” oil market, especially 

to China. 
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Putin says his new world order would allow “each nation to choose its way of life.” Needless to say, his “each nation” 

doesn’t include Georgia and Ukraine that he has already invaded and Moldova that he plans to invade next, not to 

mention Syria where Russia blocks all avenues for a nation to choose its way of life. 

In any case, choosing one’s way of life is already a right guaranteed by the United Nation’ Charter. That, right, however, 

does not include invading other nations to prevent them from choosing their way of life. 

The new kissing and smiling Putin claims that an anti-West bloc would be able to set the rules on the global stage. 

He chooses to forget two points. First, there is no guarantee that a new anti-West bloc under Russian leadership would 

enjoy popular support in targeted nations such as India, Pakistan, Iran, Turkey and Egypt. Secondly, in economic, military, 

scientific, cultural and sheer social appeal terms, Russia and its only reliable ally Belarus lack the seductive power needed 

to claim world leadership. 

What Putin, echoing Tehran’s mullahs, now calls “the arrogance alliance” consisting of the United States, the European 

Union, Japan, Great Britain, Canada and two dozen other countries from Mexico to Taiwan, South Korea and Australia, 

account for over 55 percent of the global gross domestic product (GDP), while an $1.8 trillion GDP puts Russia just behind 

South Korea and just ahead of Iran with a whisker. Of the world’s 500 largest companies over 180 are headquartered in 

the European Union while Russia is host to only two, both state-owned Russian energy companies. 

The post-Cold War polycentric system didn’t do badly for Russia by helping it emerge from the sham egalitarian poverty 

of the Soviet era and build a new market-based economy capable of offering higher living standards. 

In search of imaginary glory, Putin has put Russia’s achievements of the past three decades at risk. Now that he knows 

he won’t have that glory he is trying to cling to another fantasy: a new world order made in the Kremlin. (Amir Taheri). 

Containment 

Patriot missile sales to Netherlands cleared by 

US State Department - The U.S. Department of State 

cleared a possible foreign military sale of 96 Raytheon-

made Patriot surface-to-air missiles to the Netherlands 

in a deal estimated to be worth $1.2 billion. 

The Netherlands requested to buy the Patriot MIM-

104E Guidance Enhanced Missile-Tactical, or GEM-T, 

missiles, which the State Department said support its 

goal of improving its defenses and increase its 

interoperability with the U.S. and fellow NATO forces. 

The US also announced it has sold defensive missile 

systems to Kuwait, Australia and the UAE. 

Inside the multinational logistics cell coordinating military aid for Ukraine - As the war between invading 

Russian soldiers and defensive Ukrainian troops enters its sixth month, nations around the world have provided billions 

of dollars’ worth of military assistance to Kyiv to help defend its sovereignty. 

Since early March, a cohort of U.S. servicemembers and a rotating crew of multinational partners have set up shop in 

U.S. European Command headquarters here to ensure equipment gets from the donor nation to Ukraine’s doorstep. 
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That team, known as the EUCOM Control Center-Ukraine/International Donor Coordination Centre, or ECCU/IDCC, 

oversees the deliveries while also ensuring Ukrainians get properly trained on the received equipment. 

The logistics cell grew out of two discrete teams led by the U.S. and U.K. militaries, officials told reporters Wednesday at 

EUCOM headquarters at U.S. Army Garrison Stuttgart, in southwest Germany. The command had set up the ECCU to help 

coordinate partners’ military assistance going to Ukraine; its British counterparts had a similar idea. Now, the two nations 

lead the joint cell that includes allies and partners from around the world. 

“Our aim is to support the Ukrainians to defend their sovereignty,” said Rear Adm. Duke Heinz, director of logistics at 

U.S. European Command. Shortly after the Russian invasion, the U.S. military saw a willingness from allies and partners 

to provide the Ukrainians with security assistance. 

“The goal was: we need to deconflict that,” Heinz said. “We don’t know how much the Ukrainians can absorb, and … we 

didn’t want border control crossing points that were delivering security assistance, munitions [at] the same border 

control points that independent agencies were using to deliver blankets and first aid kits.” 

Since the U.S. and U.K. cells merged in March, their functions have evolved. At the start of the war, the logistics 

coordination cell largely supported the delivery of small arms munitions and anti-tank equipment, said British Army Brig. 

Gen. Chris King, chief of the ECCU/IDCC. Then, it began helping to transfer Soviet-era equipment that was more complex 

to move, but familiar to Ukrainian forces, he added. 

With the arrival of sophisticated equipment provided by NATO and other allies, the cell is now a “one-stop shop” that 

not only coordinates and tracks deliveries coming from all over the world to Ukraine’s doorstep, but also organizes the 

training of Ukrainian Armed Forces to operate and sustain the provided equipment. The challenge is lining up the training 

schedule with the equipment deliveries, Heinz noted. 

That process is also multinational. King described a situation where the United Kingdom donated 105mm howitzers to 

Kyiv. Since NZ is an operator of that howitzer, Auckland provided training support and parts, while the training itself was 

conducted in the United Kingdom. The US military supplied ammunition and tactical vehicles to tow the howitzers. 

The US has trained approximately 1,500 Ukrainian Armed Forces to date, according to EUCOM. The UK has committed to 

providing a major training operation for Ukrainian forces, with the potential to train up to 10,000 soldiers every 120 days, 

a spokesperson said. 

EU Approves Another 500 Million Euros In Weapons Aid For Ukraine - The European Union approved another 

€500 million ($512m) for the supply of weapons and equipment to Ukraine, the European Council said today. 

European Council President Charles Michel earlier this week announced the EU's intention to provide the funds. 

Nearly all the money -- 490 million euros -- is to be spent on weapons and ammunition. The remaining 10 million euros 

will go toward protective equipment, fuel, and medical supplies. 

China 

China faces problems on the home front – where its economy has slowed radically. This began several years ago, 

when President Xi Jinping started moving Chinese economic policy further to the left. The party has assumed a bigger 

role in the private sector, state-owned enterprises have been given a new lease on life, and the state has cracked down 

hard on the technology, finance, and real estate sectors.  

The overall result has been declining private-sector confidence, reduced private investment, diminished productivity, and 

slowing growth. These underlying economic problems have been turbocharged by Beijing’s rolling draconian COVID-19 
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lockdowns in many of its major cities, which have suppressed consumer demand, disrupted both domestic and global 

supply chains, and further undermined the Chinese property sector, which normally accounts for as much as 29 percent 

of Chinese GDP. And a slowing global economy—also suffering from rising inflation as a result of the war in Ukraine—

won’t help, either, given China’s dependence on exports as a major driver of growth. 

Despite several attempts at course correction on economic policy (but not COVID-19 policy), there is little sign of a 

recovery. Indeed, there are some signs of panic over China’s growth numbers, not just because of the political impact of 

rising unemployment but also because of deeper fears that Xi’s ideological reengineering of the traditional Chinese 

economic model may ultimately impede the country’s race to overtake the United States as the world’s largest economy. 

In light of these trends, Beijing’s current view of the world is more nuanced than its official narrative of “the East is rising, 

the West declining” might suggest.  

China still sees strategic trend lines moving in its direction over the long term. But it also sees a new set of significant 

headwinds—many of its own making—that it must contend with over the short to medium term. There is also the more 

immediate challenge for Xi of navigating China’s 20th Party Congress, the politically critical conclave to be held this fall. 

Kevin Rudd, President of the Asia Society, and author of this piece, argues for what he calls “managed strategic 

competition.” This is a deeply realist concept, not one that holds that only through better understanding of each other’s 

strategic intentions can relations between the United States and China improve.  

The core problem at present is precisely the reverse: both Beijing and Washington in fact have a reasonably accurate 

understanding of each other’s intentions, but for several years now they have been engaged in a strategic free-for-all 

with no rules of the road to constrain them. Managed strategic competition offers the realistic possibility of a set of more 

stabilizing, mutually agreed-upon constraints. 

The concept has four basic elements.  

• First, the United States and China need to establish a clear, granular understanding of each other’s hard strategic 

redlines in order to reduce the risk of conflict through miscalculation. A detailed understanding of such redlines 

should be reached on critical domains such as Taiwan, the South and East China Seas, the Korean Peninsula, 

cyberspace, and space.  
• Second, having established such guardrails, both countries can embrace nonlethal strategic competition across 

much of the rest of their relationship, channeling their strategic rivalry into a race to enhance their economic and 

technological strength, their foreign policy footprint, and even their military capabilities. This is similar to what 

China and India have agreed in their geographical regions of conflict along the Chinese/Indian border. 
• Third, managed strategic competition should provide the political space for cooperation in those areas where 

national interests align, including climate change, global public health, global financial stability, and nuclear 

proliferation. Neither China nor the United States (nor the rest of the world) can afford for cooperation on 

existential global challenges to fall by the wayside. But no serious cooperation in any of these areas is likely to go 

very far unless the U.S.-Chinese relationship can be stabilized by the first two elements of managed strategic 

competition: guardrails that allow strategic rivalry to be channeled into nonlethal forms of competition. 

• Finally, to have any chance of success, this compartmentalization of the relationship would need to be carefully 

and continuously managed by dedicated cabinet-level officials on both sides. This framework would then need 

to be maintained with a steady hand, regardless of what domestic political or international turmoil might arise. 

China has a stranglehold on the world’s supply of critical rare earths - China is the world’s largest producer of 

rare earth metals, dominating 80% of global supply for the materials that are essential to much of today’s high-end tech. 

Magnets spun from rare earth are needed to create the engines that power electric vehicles, the motors inside wind 

turbines and guiding systems inside missiles. 
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Rare earths are so vital that in 2019, after Beijing threatened to limit global supply, the U.S. launched a slew of legislative 

action to bolster domestic supply. 

And the U.S. isn’t the only country trying to loosen China’s stranglehold on the industry. Companies in Australia and the 

U.K. are investing millions to develop new rare earth refineries too, with the global efforts to pry Beijing’s hand loose of 

the industry converging, by chance, around the year 2025. 

Yesterday, London-listed Pensana broke ground on a $170 million rare earth metal manufacturing site in the north of 

England where the company intends to spin rare earth oxides—which will be refined from rare earth ores mined in 

Angola—into magnets. Pensana says the plant, which is still under construction, will enter operation in 2024 and produce 

5% of the global supply of rare earth magnets by 2025. But some experts are skeptical of Pensana’s ambition. 

Lynas Rare Earths is the world’s largest, rare earth processor outside of China. The Sydney-based group’s main facility is 

in Malaysia, but the miner has been expanding its U.S. presence, too. In June, the U.S. Department of Defense granted 

Lynas a $120 million contract to build a processing facility in Texas—home to Round Top mountain, one of the largest 

deposits of rare earth ores in the U.S. Development of the processing facility and mines in Texas will bolster America's 

domestic supply of rare earth metals, providing a local alternative to suppliers in China. 

Geopolitics 

U.S.-Chinese Competition Is Getting Sharper - In the year and a half since President Joe Biden took office, 

competition between the United States and China has only intensified. Rather than dismantle the tough policies toward 

Beijing, the US has largely continued them, underscoring that the two powers are almost certainly headed for a 

protracted period of sharp and militarily dangerous strategic rivalry.  

But that doesn’t mean that the United States and China are moving inexorably toward crisis, escalation, conflict, or even 

war. To the contrary, Beijing and Washington may be groping toward a new set of stabilizing arrangements that could 

limit—though not eliminate—the risk of sudden escalation. 

Assessing the state of U.S.-Chinese relations at any given time is never easy, given the difficulty of distinguishing between 

what each side says about the other publicly—often for domestic political effect—and what each is actually doing behind 

the scenes. Yet despite the harsh and often heated rhetoric, some early signs of stabilization have emerged, including 

the tentative reconstitution of a form of political and security dialogue aimed at managing tensions. 

Such stabilization falls well short of normalization, which would mean restoring comprehensive political, economic, and 

multilateral engagement. The days of normalization have been consigned to history. But stabilization would nonetheless 

be significant. It would mean the difference between strategic competition that is managed through steadying guardrails 

and competition that is unmanaged—that is, driven by a process of push and shove, primarily by each country’s military, 

in the hope that on any given day no one pushes too far.  

The question for both sides, and for the countries that are caught in the middle of this titanic struggle for the future of 

the regional and global orders, is what kind of strategic competition they will pursue. 

China measures its standing vis-à-vis the United States with what it calls zonghe guoli, or “comprehensive national 

power.” Zonghe guoli takes into account China’s military, economic, and technological power compared with that of 

United States and its allies, as well as Beijing’s perception of which way third countries are gravitating. Over much of the 

last five years, the internal discourse of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has increasingly reflected the belief that this 

balance of power is moving rapidly in China’s favor, and that this trend is now irreversible. 

Not everything has gone Beijing’s way, however, especially since Biden’s election. China’s leaders have been deeply 

concerned by the revitalization of U.S. alliances in both the Pacific and the Atlantic. They were taken by surprise by the 
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rapid elevation of the Quad—which consists of Australia, India, Japan, and the United States—to summit level under 

Biden, which was made possible by an escalation in China’s border dispute with India.  

China has also been concerned by the emergence of a new security partnership between Australia, the United States, 

and the United Kingdom, known as AUKUS, and by Australia’s decision to develop a fleet of nuclear-powered submarines.  

Beijing has also watched with alarm as Japan has adopted a new defense policy, expanded defense expenditure, and 

begun to embrace the need to assist in the defense of Taiwan.  

China has registered similar concern at South Korea’s new strategic and foreign policy posture under President Yoon Suk-

yeol, who promised on the campaign trail to join the Quad and turn it into the Quint.  

And finally, China’s “no limits” strategic partnership with Russia has, following the latter’s invasion of Ukraine, deeply 

damaged Beijing’s standing in Europe—to the point that even traditional China doves across various European capitals 

are now skeptical about Beijing’s long-term strategic ambitions. 

Russia-sponsored breakaways from 

Eastern European countries since 

1991 - When Soviet Union collapsed in 

1991, its former fifteen constituent 

republics became independent states. 

However not all of them were able to keep 

their territory intact.  

While fighting its own separatist rebellions 

in Chechnya and Daghestan, Russia was 

keen to support separatist movements in 

neighbor countries. 

Transnistria – detached from Moldova in 

1992, exists as an unrecognized state. 

Donetsk People’s Republic  - detached from 

Ukraine in 2014, exists as an unrecognized state.  

Luhansk People’s Republic - detached from Ukraine in 2014, exists as an unrecognized state. Territory expanded to 

current borders with Russian military aid in 2015. 

Crimea – detached from Ukraine in 2014, annexed into Russia in the same year shortly after declaring formal 

independence. 

Abkhazia – detached from Georgia: secession war in 1992-1993, independence declared in 1994. Territory expanded to 

current borders with Russian military aid in 2008. Independence formally recognized by Russia and several other UN 

member states, including Venezuela and Syria. 

South Ossetia – detached from Georgia: secession war in 1991-1992, independence declared in 1991. Territory expanded 

to current borders with Russian military aid in 2008. Independence formally recognized by Russia and several other UN 

member states, including Venezuela and Syria. 

Armenia refuses to withdraw forces from Karabakh, jeopardizing peace efforts -  Russia is once again leaning 

towards Armenia and supports its stand against Azerbaijan. 
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This was totally predictable given how Russia put an end to Azerbaijan’s military action following the claimed mysterious 

“shooting down” of a Russian helicopter in Armenia, near Armenian-occupied Azeri territory in the process of being 

retaken by Azeri forces. 

In this light, there is little chance of the complete execution of the tripartite agreement reached after the cessation of 

hostilities, be it transport corridors or troop withdrawal. 

Karakalpak Crisis Far from Over and Not Limited to Republic - Massive protests that began earlier this month in 

the Republic of Karakalpakstan in northwest Uzbekistan have now quieted down. In early July 2022, protestors took to 

the streets railing against Tashkent’s plan to remove provisions from the Constitution of Uzbekistan that allow 

Karakalpaks to declare independence unilaterally through a popular referendum.  

This comes following a massive crackdown on the tens of thousands of Karakalpak protestors and the imposition of 

martial law in Karakalpakstan, which is slated to continue until at least August 2022. Protests began to die down after 

Uzbekistani President Mirziyoyev’s decision to reverse course and retain the provision that the Karakalpaks insisted be 

kept in the constitution. But the crisis is far from over for Karakalpakstan, Uzbekistan, the Russian Federation and Central 

Asia writ large. Instead, what happened in Nukus is likely to echo even more loudly for each area in the months ahead. 

The Karakalpak crisis is not limited to Karakalpakstan or even Uzbekistan. When protests began in Nukus and other 

Karakalpak cities, ethnic Karakalpaks living in Atyrau, Kazakhstan, also took to the streets for the same reason and with 

similar demands.  

Approximately 150,000 Karakalpaks reside in Atyrau, and many more live in cities throughout Kazakhstan. The exact 

number of Karakalpaks in Kazakhstan is unknown because the authorities count them as Uzbeks, another irritant for 

Karakalpaks there and elsewhere.  

Fears are growing that, having been mobilized by the July 1–2 protests in Karakalpakstan, Karakalpaks outside 

Karakalpakstan may also begin organizing protest. Nur-Sultan is clearly worried about this reality and is trying to calm the 

situation, stressing that Kazakhstan wants stability and good relations with its neighbors, including the Karakalpaks. But 

the Kazakhstani government is far from the only one with such worries. 

The Russian government is also anxious. Russia’s Karakalpak organizations have appealed to their memberships not to 

allow the conflicts in Karakalpakstan to spread to the Russian Federation, where the number of Karakalpaks is in the tens 

of thousands, even though Moscow, like Kazakhstan, counts them mostly as Uzbeks.  

Another reason for Moscow’s uneasiness is that activists in its non-Russian republics are following the events in 

Karakalpakstan closely, focusing not only on the fact that the Karakalpaks have rights the non-Russian regions do not 

enjoy—any move toward independence is banned in Russia—but also on the reality that, in the face of mass protests, 

Tashkent backed down. Some non-Russians are suggesting that they should attempt a similar approach with respect to 

the Kremlin.  

But the Russian government has a larger and more immediate concern, one that arises from its unwillingness to believe 

that any protest reflects popular views and its conviction that protests in any post-Soviet state are not only orchestrated 

by outsiders but are also directly aimed at Moscow.  

Kremlin commentators are already suggesting that Tashkent’s proposed changes in the constitution were used as a 

justification for the protests but not the real cause. Instead, analysts say, Turkey, the US and the UK all provoked the 

Karakalpaks to go into the streets to weaken Russian influence in Central Asia and hurt the Kremlin’s possibility of gaining 

access to oil and gas in Karakalpakstan. As a result, these pundits also suggest that the current calm in Karakalpakstan 

will prove illusory and short-lived because the West will not give up on its plans in the region.  


